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  NEW CEU PROGRAM OFFERED BY VICTORIA + ALBERT.
  With a Focus on "Minimal Space Design"

 (North Charleston, SC – June 12, 2013)  Victoria + Albert today announced approval for a third IDCEC approved 

continuing education program, Minimal Space Design, which focuses on designing bathrooms with limited space. This new 

program continues the company's mission to partner with designers, architects and specifiers to create beautiful design worldwide. 

 The CEU program will help educate architects and designers on designs to make any bathroom look much bigger 

overcoming many of the misconceptions that exist with small bath design. Victoria + Albert offer a beautiful collection of tub 

designs that are well suited for floor plans with limited space.  The Continuing Education Course will help professionals earn 

1.0 CEU UNIT.  

 Despite common false impressions, small bathrooms don't have to feel cramped or stuffy. With the option to be positioned 

anywhere within the bathroom, freestanding tubs reveal more floor area, therefore giving the illusion of more space. And Victoria 

+ Albert's Edge and ios bathtubs fit within the standard 60” bath recess, so planners don't have to sacrifice design because of a 

small bath.

 Victoria + Albert, known for their award-winning ENGLISHCAST® freestanding bathtubs and vessel sinks, is dedicated to 

supporting the architect and design community with their expanding CEU programs.  Their other CEU courses include: 

Understanding the Green Consumer and the History of Bathing.  For more information about our complete course offerings 

please visit vandabaths.com/usa/architects-designers.
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About Victoria + Albert

 Victoria + Albert is a global brand with a worldwide reputation for creating beautiful baths. The ultimate 

statement in quality and sophisticated style, their award-winning collections are packed with inspirational 

designs made from 100% ENGLISHCAST®, a unique blend of volcanic limestone and high performance resins. 

Naturally white, each tub is individually hand-finished by craftsmen and tested by IAPMO to UPC and cUPC 

standards with a 25-year limited consumer warranty. 

 Victoria + Albert have been the recipient of many awards for their exceptional product design including 

the prestigious Chicago Athenaeum GOOD DESIGN and ADEX Awards for their Napoli tub, and most 

recently a Metropolis Likes Award for their Drayton and ADEX awards for Cabrits and Cabrits Basin.  Adored by 

consumers across the globe and featured in distinguished five-star hospitality projects, Victoria + Albert sets 

the trend in bathing. The company is an avid supporter of the architectural and design community and sponsor 

of continuing education courses throughout North America.

 For more information about Victoria + Albert’s products, visit www.vandabaths.com or call 1-800-421-7189.


